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What’s waiting for you in Florence, Italy
If you are asking yourself what Family Twist is all about,
well here is an honest and straightforward answer:
Family Twist turns cities into educational playgrounds.
And very recently, we have set our sights on Florence, the
capital city of Tuscany, Italy.
With our own internally designed luxurious family
activities, we create unforgettable moments that all
members of the family will cherish for years to come. Add
to that a selection of perfectly suitable accommodation,
safe and fully equipped comfortable mini vans and useful
services (baby sitters, restaurant recommendations…), we turn a family’s highest travel expectations into a real
bonding experience.
As the #1 family travel specialist in Europe, Family Twist is proud to now offer these activities and services in the
beautiful city of Florence.
So what are those highly entertaining and educative activities?
Here is a little teaser of what any family traveling with children in Florence should be expecting:

CULTURAL AND HANDS-ON ACTIVITIES IN FLORENCE…
FLORENCE SIGHTSEEING TOUR
Make your first discovery of Florence with your children count. This 2 hour
walking tour will let your family discover the most iconic places of the city,
including the Ponte Vecchio, the Giotto Bell Tower and the imposing multicolored marble cathedral on Piazza del Duomo.
€350 for up to 6 people / 2 hours / minimum age 5

THE RICHES OF UFFIZI
Explore the world renowned collection of paintings and sculptures of the
Uffizi Gallery. This 2 hour private guided tour is a unique chance to see
wonderful works of art such as Boticelli‘s Birth of Venus, Da Vinci‘s
Annunciation or Michelangelo‘s Doni Tondo.
€385 for up to 6 people / 2 hours / minimum age 6

MYSTERIES OF THE PALAZZO VECCHIO
Explore 3 different historical periods through the Palazzo Vecchio, one of
Florence’s landmarks. This Roman ruin was turned into a palace before
becoming a true Renaissance architectural gem. Children will find the clues
to lead everyone to the top of the tower.
€385 for up to 6 people / 2 hours / minimum age 6
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GALILEO AND THE STARS
What Galileo brought to the world of science is immense. The Galileo and
the Stars tour will take you through the life of the famous astronomer and all
his inventions. A perfect way to discover the scientific legacy of Florence and
offer a great moment for everyone in the family.
€350 for up to 6 people / 2 hours / minimum age 6

THE LEGACY OF FLORENTINE CRAFT
Don’t miss this breathtaking walking tour through the charming artisan
craftsmen area of Florence. A unique chance to visit quaint workshops such
as leather workers, silversmiths, shoemakers and milliners, with a privileged
behind the scenes look.
€385 for up to 6 people / 2 hours / minimum age 6

TUSCANY IN A FIAT 500
The Fiat 500 is one of the most iconic vintage cars in Italy. Drive through the
beautiful region of Tuscany along with your private chauffeur and stop in
various areas, including a family friendly wine cellar, to make the best of this
experience.
€450 for up to 6 people / 3 hours / minimum age 6

THE ART OF PAPER MARBLING
Discover this unique and fascinating coloring technique, unchanged since the
16th century. The private master bookmaker will first demonstrate how
paper marbling is done before you start making your own. You will create
the perfect diary to write your European family adventures in.
€450 for up to 6 people / 2.5 hours / minimum age 6

CREATE YOUR OWN POSTCARDS
Buying postcards is good, but creating your own is even better. Everyone
will let their imagination run free to create the most wonderful postcards
during this hands-on experience. Your sources of inspiration are endless in
the city of Michelangelo, Leonardo Da Vinci and Boticelli!
€450 for up to 6 people / 2 hours / minimum age 6

…AND SOON A WEBSITE IN FRENCH!
Parlez vous Français? For all the French native speakers, we are pleased to
inform you that the Family Twist website in French will be up and running soon.
Although Family Twist has already offered their services to many French
speaking families from Canada, Switzerland, Belgium and France, we are now
pleased to make it official.
And who knows? We have already welcomed families from Brazil, China and
Mexico, these might be our future official languages!
Finally, as always, look out for more family travel destinations soon… There are
a couple of exciting cities that will soon be turned into educational playgrounds.
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